ATTENTION: All ESL Teachers, Aides and Volunteers

http://www.cal.org/caela/tools/program_development/prac_toolkit.html

The Practitioner's Toolkit is a 238-page downloadable resource for programs and practitioners working with adult English language learners (ESL students).

This toolkit emphasizes family literacy and includes background information, activity packets, and information about helping learners transition into other educational programs and to prepare for citizenship.

Would you like help with lesson planning, activities to promote interaction and communication in the classroom, or activities to promote reading development? Or perhaps you would like strategies to help your students assess their own English skills - which would allow them to be more realistic about the length of time and types of skills they need to progress toward their goals.

These are just a few of the topics that offer suggestions to help you in the teaching ESL. Look it up and see what help there is for you!